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Government has allocated budget for the year 2017-18 of Rs 47.00 lakhs @ Rs. 1800 per student to provide shoes, Blazer and dress code to SC and ST students studying sixth semester Diploma in Government Polytechnics under the Head of Account 2203-00-105-25-22-310-312.

Orders were issued by Commissioner of Technical Education to procure shoes @ Rs. 450/- for Girls and Rs. 480/- for Boys from TSLIPC vide Lr. Letter.No.K3/5720/2017, dt. 27.09.2017.

In this connection, the Commissioner of Technical Education is pleased to accord Administrative Sanction to the Principals/OSDs concerned to purchase Blazers and Ties at their level. The expenditure for each Blazer shall not exceed an amount of Rs.1000/- (Rupees One thousand only)

The specifications of the Blazer shall be as follows:
1. Blazer with 262-280 GSM
2. Material Polyester plus viscose
3. Full hands Blazer with lining and shoulder pads
4. Uniform colour for each College without any logo

The expenditure shall be booked under Head of the Account to SCs 2203- Technical Education
789-SCSDF
25-22 – Amenities to SC and ST Students in Polytechnics
310-312 Other Grant-in –Aid

After exhausting the Budget under above Head of Account to SCs under SCSDF, the remaining expenditure to SC and ST students shall be booked under the head of Account.

2203- Technical Education
105- Polytechnics
22 – Amenities to SC and ST Students in Polytechnics (Dress code, Blazers and Shoe)
310-312 Other Grant-in –Aid

The above instructions shall be scrupulously followed.

The receipt of the proceedings shall be acknowledged.

Sd/- A. VANİ PRASAD
COMMISSIONER

To:
The Principals/OSDs of Government Polytechnics
Copy to the PAO/DTO concerned.
Copy to the Secretary, SBTET, Hyderabad
Copy to the RJD (TE), Hyderabad.
Copy to stock file.